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Editorial

Liliana Lópeza, Ramón Giraldob
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Dear readers
Welcome to the second issue of the 39th volume of Revista Colombiana de

Estadística (Colombian Journal of Statistics). First of all, as Editors of this Jour-
nal we would like to thank to all authors for considering Colombian Journal of
Statistics for submitting their scientific work and for their cooperation to carry
out all the steps of the review process. We also thank all referees and the Editorial
Committee for their valuable work to acieve a high scientific level of the papers.

The nine articles published in this issue, following the Editorial policies of
Colombian Journal of Statistics, range over diverse areas of statistics. Papers
showing new developments in topics of major interest for statistical modeling
are included. Authors from Colombia, Iran, Pakistan, Spain, Saudi Arabia, and
Venezuela show contributions in time series analysis (Nieto & Moreno), quality
control (Riaz & Abbrazi; Sindhu, Riaz & Ahmed), analysis of textual data (Font,
Puig & Ginebra), statistical inference (Fallah & Khoshtavkib), multivariate anal-
ysis (González), experimental design (Rodríguez, Darghan & Monroy), sampling
(Gutiérrez, Zhang & Rodríguez) and statistical models in finance (Gómez-Déniz &
Pérez-Rodríguez). All the articles show theoretical and methodological advances
combined with the analysis of simulated or real data.

As in the first issue of this volume the submission process was completely car-
ried out through our web service (http://www.revistas.unal.edu.co/index.
php/estad). This has allowed us to improve the efficiency of the revision and
publication procedures.

We are proud to announce that Colombian Journal of Statistics has improved
its impact according to the Scimago Journal Rank Indicator (SJR) given by
Scimago Journal & Country Rank. Now we have a SJR which positions us as
second journal in the subject of statistics and probability in Latin America.

We hope you enjoy this issue and invite you to continue reading and submitting
your work to Colombian Journal of Statistics

Kind regards
aEditor i Chief E-mail: llopezk@unal.edu.co
bEditor i Chief E-mail: rgiraldoh@unal.edu.co
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